September 1973 LBL-1994
The (a,3ny) reaction has been used to study the level 
LBL-1994
I~ order to obtain information about the moment of inertia of a nucleus from energy level spacings, the structure of the levels must be clear and reasonably simple. It has been pointed out that under certain conditions a system consisting of a_ single particle (or hole) with pure j coupled to an axially 1-3 symmetric rotor gives rise to a particularly simple spectrumo Specifically, for prolate deformations of intermediate size, a single-particle-plus-rotor system develops a band with spin sequence j, j+2, j+4, • • • and energy spacings equal to those in the ground-state band of the even-even core; whereas, a single hole coupled to such a rotor gives rise to a normal rotational band built on the state with I "" j, having members with /j,I = l and energy spacings approaching I(I + 1) at moderately large deformations. An odd-A nucleus with the Fermi surface below (or above} the entire group of Nilsson orbitals that originate in a high-j unique parity spherical state very nearly constitutes such a particle-(or hole-) plus-rotor system, and thus the energy spacings of the lowest-lying band associated with the particular high-j shell can provide rather unambiguous information on the moment of inertia of that odd-A nucleus.
In 151 Gd, which has five neutrons beyond the N = 82 closed shell, the In that study high-~ transfer cross sections were observed with 7. and 29. lJb/sr (at 90°) going to levels at 847 and 1204 keV, respectively, which we attribute to the two band heads established in the present experiment.
The large cross section at 1204 keV excitation strongly suggests that it is associated with the h 1112 hole stateo The much smaller transfer cross section to the 847 keV level is compatible with an i 1312 particle character for that excitation. These cross sections are in agreement with the predictions of the particle-rotor model as discussed below. 
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